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A B S T R A C T   

Regarding the convergence of the worldwide epidemic, the appearance of bacterial infection has occasioned in a 
melodramatic upsurge in bacterial pathogens with confrontation against one or numerous antibiotics. The 
implementation of engineered nanostructured particles as a delivery vehicle for antimicrobial agent is one 
promising approach that could theoretically battle the setbacks mentioned. Among all nanoparticles, silica 
nanoparticles have been found to provide functional features that are advantageous for combatting bacterial 
contagion. Apart from that, carbon dots, a zero-dimension nanomaterial, have recently exhibited their photo- 
responsive property to generate reactive oxygen species facilitating to enhance microorganism suppression 
and inactivation ability. In this study, potentials of core/shell mesoporous silica nanostructures (MSN) in 
conjugation with carbon dots (CDs) toward antimicrobial activity against Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa and Escherichia coli have been investigated. Nitrogen and sulfur doped CDs (NS/CDs) conjugated with 
MSN which were cost effective nanoparticles exhibited much superior antimicrobial activity for 4 times as much 
as silver nanoparticles against all bacteria tested. Among all nanoparticles tested, 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN showed 
the greatest minimal biofilm inhibitory at very low concentration (< 0.125 mg mL− 1), followed by 0.20 M NS/ 
CDs@MSN (0.5 mg mL− 1), CD@MSN (25 mg mL− 1), and MSN (50 mg mL− 1), respectively. Immobilization of 
NS/CDs@MSN in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogel was performed and its effect on antimicrobial activity, 
biofilm controlling efficiency, and cytotoxicity toward fibroblast (NIH/3 T3 and L-929) cells was additionally 
studied for further biomedical applications. The results demonstrated that 0.40 M NS/CDs-MSN@PVA hydrogel 
exhibited the highest inhibitory effect on S. aureus > P. aeruginosa > E. coli. In addition, MTT assay revealed some 
degree of toxicity of 0.40 M NS/CDs-MSN@PVA hydrogel against L-929 cells by a slight reduction of cell viability 
from 100% to 81.6% when incubated in the extract from 0.40 M NS/CDs-MSN@PVA hydrogel, while no toxicity 
of the same hydrogel extract was detected toward NIH/3 T3 cells.  
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1. Introduction 

Owing to the rising of a global epidemic, the upsurge of antimicro-
bial resistance has led to a crucial increase in bacterial pathogens that 
are resistant to one or multiple antibiotics (Dabke and Sheridan, 2011; 
Ferri et al., 2017; Merlino, 2017). Antibiotic confrontation is strongly 
connected to the formation of bacterial biofilms. This is due to the fact 
that the bacterial cells residing within the biofilm, protected by their 
self-produced biomatrix, demand a much higher concentration of anti-
microbial agents compared to what is sufficient to eliminate their free- 
floating counterparts (planktonic bacteria). In some cases, this 
required concentration can be up to 1000 times greater, posing signifi-
cant obstacles in devising effective treatment strategies for eradicating 
bacterial infections (Bjarnsholt, 2013). 

In this context, nanomedicine has brought about promising ad-
vancements in clinical practice, enabling researchers to tackle previ-
ously unmet medical needs. Notably, nanoparticles serve as carriers for 
antibiotics, enhancing their ability to penetrate bacterial biofilms that 
have developed resistance to conventional antibiotics (Mishra et al., 
2023). Within the extensive spectrum of nanoparticles, silica nano-
particles (SiNPs) stand out as a distinct class of inorganic nanoparticles 
possessing a diverse range of functional properties that offer competi-
tiveness in opposing against bacterial infections (Martínez-Carmona 
et al., 2018; Şen Karaman et al., 2018). Particularly, mesoporous silica 
nanoparticles (MSNs) have garnered significant attention in nano-
medicine. This is due to their favorable characteristics, such as good 
biocompatibility, high porosity, extensive surface area, substantial pore 
volume, and the ease of their surface modification to accommodate 
organic and inorganic therapeutic agents targeting bacterial infections 
(Bernardos et al., 2019; Castillo and Vallet-Regí, 2021; Manzano and 
Vallet-Regí, 2018; Selvarajan et al., 2020). Consequently, this study 
utilized functionalized and fully characterized MSNs as therapeutic 
agents to prevent the development of bacterial infections and study on 
their antibiofilm formation. 

It has been widely known that metal/silica nanoparticle composite 
or metallodrugs exhibited excellent stimuli-response effect toward 
either controlled release of therapeutic agents or reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) generation to inactivate microorganisms. Copper (Díaz-García 
et al., 2020; Díaz-García et al., 2019), silver (Abbasi et al., 2023; Wang 
et al., 2014), platinum (del Hierro et al., 2017; Wani et al., 2016), tin 
(Bulatović et al., 2014), and titanium (del Hierro et al., 2017) were 
commonly used in this sense. Previous research revealed that silica 
mesoporous nanoparticles were modified with three different types of 
fluoroquinolones, and further loaded with Cu2+ or Ag+ species. The 
Cu2+-loaded materials displayed antibacterial effects against Staphylo-
coccus aureus and Escherichia coli, possibly attributed to the higher 
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which was observed to in-
crease up to three times. On the other hand, the Ag+-loaded materials 
exhibited a broader range of antibacterial activity, including inhibition 
against clinical strains of multi-drug-resistant S. aureus and Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa (Ugalde-Arbizu et al., 2023). 

Carbon dots (CDs) has been widely known due to their outstanding 
property on tunable fluorescence emission influenced by the different 
functional groups, heteroatom doping and surface passivation (Saengs-
richan et al., 2022b; Sakdaronnarong et al., 2020; Sangjan et al., 2022). 
Owing to the excellent fluorescence emission property of CDs, a previous 
work reported that CDs was easily formed a network in calcium alginate 
gel was used as tetracycline adsorber and exhibited a quenching fluo-
rescence property when binding with tetracycline, therefore the CDs/ 
alginate gel bead was successfully utilized as fluorometry sensing agent 
of tetracycline (Ehtesabi et al., 2019). Lately, it has been reported that 
CDs exhibited excellent reactive oxygen species (ROS) regulate prop-
erties which could be applied as antimicrobial agent, nanomedicine and 
therapeutics (Li et al., 2023; Zhao et al., 2023). Organic-loaded CDs and 
metal/CDs nanocomposite were reported to play a vital role on con-
trolling microbial growth especially on the stage of biofilm formation 

(Liu et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2019a). Due to its photo-responsive 
property of CDs to generate ROS (Sakdaronnarong et al., 2020), the 
application on antimicrobial and microorganism inactivation effect 
have been intensively studied (Li et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2022). The 
research conducted by Zhang et al. revealed a correlation between the 
photo-oxidation activity, phosphorescent quantum yield, and nitrogen 
(N) content of CDs. This highlights the significance of N-doping in 
enhancing the photosensitization performance of CDs (Zhang et al., 
2018). When exposed to visible or natural light, CDs in a direct contact 
with bacterial cells have the ability to efficiently generate ROS by acti-
vating oxygen present in the air or water. This process results in the 
production of hydroxyl free radicals (OH•) and/or singlet oxygen (1O2), 
which can cause damage to essential biomolecules within the cell and 
ultimately lead to cell death (Dong et al., 2020). Mechanism of ROS 
generation could be influenced by exogenous light irradiations to enable 
controllable ROS generation for photodynamic therapy (PDT) or inor-
ganic nanozymes with peroxidase-like activities can convert endogenous 
biological H2O2 into highly cytotoxic •OH for chemodynamic therapy 
(CDT). Accordingly, a previous work disclosed antimicrobial activity of 
N and S doped CDs prepared from poly (sodium- 4-styrene sulfonate) or 
polyvinylpyrrolidone due to the chemical interaction of surface elec-
trostatic charge of carbon dots toward cell membrane of bacteria 
(Travlou et al., 2018). 

There have been limited studies on the combination of MSN and CDs, 
with only a few existing research papers for the application of metal 
detection (Wang et al., 2019b), drug delivery, bioimaging (Zhao et al., 
2017) and gas sensing (Wang et al., 2016). Furthermore, the utilization 
of CDs/MSN composites for antimicrobial and anti-biofilm activity has 
been rare (Liu et al., 2017). Although, there have been the studies on 
polymer composite of carbon dot using physical crosslinking process for 
polyvinyl alcohol/CDs (PVA/CDs) composite (Hu et al., 2016) and 
chemical crosslinking agent e.g., EDC/NHS for polyvinyl pyrrolidone/ 
CDs (PVP/CDs) composite (Nayak et al., 2020). It still needs to be 
researched on an appropriate approach after conjugation of CDs with 
MSN to formulate the excellent distribution of nanocomposite inside the 
polymer matrix. As a result, there is a need for further investigation and 
more studies in this area to explore and expand the potential applica-
tions of these composites for either bacterial infection treatment or 
biofilm formation control and other related fields. 

Therefore, in the present study, the effect of photo-responsive char-
acteristics of carbon dot conjugated on MSN on antimicrobial and 
antibiofilm activity was studied and discussed herein. A combination of 
organic substance doping namely N and S doped carbon dots on MSN 
(NS/CDs@MSN) and neat carbon dots on MSN (CDs@MSN) nano-
composite in PVA hydrogel matrix on antimicrobial activity and cyto-
toxicity toward fibroblast cells (L-929 and NIH/3 T3) was determined. 
The role of the thermo-physical crosslinking process that influences the 
surface chemistry, photonic characteristics of the heteroatom carbon 
dots/MSN nanocomposite as well as thermal degradation, phase tran-
sition and crystallinity of carbon dots/MSN/PVA composite hydrogel 
was then extensively analyzed and linked to the antibacterial capability 
and cytotoxicity of the materials. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials and chemicals 

Palm empty fruit bunch (EFB) was contributed from a palm oil re-
finery plant, Thailand. EFB was washed, dried, and milled to approxi-
mately 75–300 μm (+50/− 200 mesh). Sodium thiosulfate and 
anhydrous ethyl alcohol (99.9%) were purchased from Daejung, Korea. 
P-phenylenediamine and diethanolamine were supplied from Alfa 
Aesar, Germany. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was obtained from 
Acros organics, Germany and acetone was purchased from Fisher 
chemical, USA. Cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) was ac-
quired from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. Ultrapure water was purified by a New 
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Human UP System, Korea (18.3 MΩ cm at 25 ◦C). For MTT assay, Dul-
becco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; high glucose, pyruvate, 
powder), minimal essential medium α (MEM; nucleosides, powder), 
fetal bovine serum (FBS), and antibiotic-antimycotic (anti-anti) were 
purchased from Gibco (Billings, MT, United States). Dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO), sodium bicarbonate, and thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide 
(MTT) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. (Darmstadt, Germany). 
PBS 10× was obtained from Omics Bio (New Taipei City, Taiwan). All 
chemicals were used as received. L-929 and NIH/3 T3 cell lines were 
obtained from the National Health Research Institutes (Miaoli, Taiwan). 

2.2. Methodology 

2.2.1. The synthesis of carbon dots (CDs) and N,S doped carbon dots (NS/ 
CDs) 

A single step hydrothermal method was used to synthesize CDs from 
EFB. 2.5 g EFB was mixed with ultrapure water at 1:20 of solid: liquid 
ratio (w/w) in a Teflon-lined high-pressure reactor. The reaction took 
place at 220 ◦C for 6 h and then cooled down to room temperature 
naturally. The solid fraction was separated using centrifugation at 
11,000 rpm for 20 min and brown solution containing CDs was purified 
using microfiltration with a 0.22 μm filter membrane and further dia-
lyzed by using membrane (MWCO 1.0 kDa) for 48 h. For nitrogen and 
sulfur doped CDs (NS/CDs), p-phenylenediamine and sodium thiosulfate 
were used respectively. The N- and S-doping agents at different con-
centration from 0.20 mol L− 1 to 0.40 mol L− 1 were mixed with EFB at 
the same solid: liquid ratio. The CDs and NS/CDs synthesis procedure of 
our group and the characterization were reported elsewhere (Saengsri-
chan et al., 2022a; Saengsrichan et al., 2022b; Sangjan et al., 2022). The 
CDs and NS/CDs samples were stored at 4 ◦C for further use and 
characterization. 

2.2.2. Synthesis of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) and in-situ 
CDs@MSN nanocomposite 

To synthesize MSN, SiO2 nanoparticles were firstly formed by mixing 
of 7 mL ethanol, 50 μL diethanolamine and 10 mL ultrapure water with 
0.2 g CTAB, and subsequently the solution was stirred at 60 ◦C for 30 
min. After 0.5 h, 2 mL TEOS was rapidly added and the mixture was 
maintained stirring for further 2 h. After the reaction, silicon dioxide 
nanoparticles (SiO2) were obtained from centrifugation at 8,000 rpm for 
5 min and the precipitate was dried in an oven at 60 ◦C overnight. For in- 
situ CDs@MSN nanocomposite, CDs solution from the previous step was 
added instead of ultrapure water during CDs@SiO2 synthesis. In order to 
obtain porous reduced MSN or CDs@MSN nanocomposite, the prepared 
SiO2 or CDs@SiO2 nanoparticles were taken into a three-neck round 
bottom flask, then 100 mL acetone was added and the reduction took 
place at 80 ◦C under reflux for 18 h. After centrifugation at 8,000 rpm for 
5 min, the final products (MSN or CDs@MSN) were dried at 60 ◦C for 24 
h. In case of NS/CDs@MSN, the prepared NS/CDs solution was added 
instead of CDs solution. All the MSN, CDs@MSN and NS/CDs@MSN 
samples were stored in an auto-desiccator (25% relative humidity) for 
further use and characterization. The method for in-situ synthesis of 
MSN, CDs@MSN or NS/ CDs@MSN nanocomposite was shown in 
Scheme 1. 

2.2.3. Synthesis of CDs@MSN/PVA composite hydrogel 
The neat PVA hydrogel and CDs@MSN/PVA composite hydrogel 

were fabricated using the repeatedly freezing–thawing technique 
(Hajidariyor et al., 2023). The CDs@MSN/PVA composite hydrogels 
containing 24 wt% PVA (WPVA/Wall) and different CDs contents were 
prepared. The CDs, NS/CDs, CDs@MSN and NS/CDs@MSN samples 
were dispersed in ultrapure water at 4 wt% (WCDs/WPVA) CDs content. 
As an example, 24 g of PVA powder and 19.2 mL of CDs or CDs/MSN 
solution were mixed and poured into 76.8 mL ultrapure water while 
stirring at 45 ◦C, and the solution was continued stirring for 30 min. 
Subsequently, PVA was completely dissolved at 95 ◦C at the stirring 
speed of 200 rpm for 2 h. Finally, the transparent homogeneous 
CDs@PVA or CDs/MSN@PVA suspension was obtained. Afterward, the 
homogeneous CDs@PVA or CDs/MSN@PVA suspension was vacuumed 
at 40 ◦C for air bubbles removal. To fabricate the PVA hydrogel, the 
degassed mixture was poured into a polystyrene petri dish or cylindrical 
silicone mold. The CDs@PVA or CDs/MSN@PVA suspension was sub-
jected to repeatedly freezing–thawing cycles (a freezing step for 18 h, at 
− 20 ◦C followed by a thawing step for 6 h at room temperature). The 
cycles of freeze-thaw were repeated until the CDs@PVA or CDs/ 
MSN@PVA composite hydrogels were formed (ca. 15 cycles). 

2.2.4. Antimicrobial activity of CDs@MSN and CDs/MSN@PVA hydrogel 
For synthesized CDs and CDs@MSN nanoparticles, antimicrobial 

susceptibility study against the growth of Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 
25923), Escherichia coli (ATCC 25922) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
(ATCC 27853) was studied using a disk diffusion method. The result of 
diameter of inhibition zone (mm) was measured with three replicates. 
Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimal bacteria con-
centration (MBC) of all microorganisms tested were measured using a 
broth dilution method. All the methods used in this study followed M100 
Performance Standards of Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute 
(CLSI) (30th Edition, 2020). 

To investigate the antibacterial activity of hydrogel against Staphy-
lococcus aureus ATCC 25923 which is the major bacteria found in acute 
and chronic wound, the bacteria was cultured in Fresh Tryptone Salt 
Broth (TSB) medium at 37 ◦C under shaking and aerobic condition until 
the optical density (OD600) of bacteria suspension was 0.75 ± 0.01 at 
620 nm. The CDs/MSN@PVA, NS/CDs/MSN@PVA hydrogels and all the 
controls were sterilized under the UVC irradiation for 10 min prior to 
place onto the center of culture plates of S. aureus which were prepared 
by adding Mueller–Hinton (GMH) agar (15 g L− 1) to PBS medium and 1 
mL of S. aureus suspension after the agar was solidified. The culture 
plates were incubated at 37 ◦C overnight in aerobic condition under 
daylight from a fluorescence lamp 36 W, 2850 Lumens (TL-D-36 W- 
PHILIPS Daylight, Philips, Japan) with the distance of ~75 cm between 
light source and the samples. The presence of clear zone which indicated 
the inhibited biofilm formation and bacterial growth was measured for 4 
positions per plates and the experiment was done triplicates. 

2.2.5. Study on anti-biofilm formation activity of CDs@MSN and CDs/ 
MSN@PVA hydrogel 

To quantity biofilm formation of Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 25923, 
the protocol was performed by using microplate assay as previously 

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the preparation of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) and CDs@MSN or NS/CDs@MSN nanocomposites  
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described (Cassat et al., 2007) with some modifications. A colony of 
S. aureus was inoculated in TSB supplemented with 1% Glucose and 
incubate at 37 ◦C, 200 rpm, overnight (16 h). The overnight culture was 
diluted to 0.5 McFarland concentration with biofilm medium (TSB 
supplemented with 1% Glucose). 200 μL of diluted culture was trans-
ferred into 96 well of microplate and incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h without 
shaking under daylight from a fluorescence lamp 36 W, 2850 Lumens 
(TL-D-36 W-PHILIPS Daylight, Philips, Japan) with the distance of ~75 
cm between light source and the samples. Culture broth was discarded 
by gentle aspiration. The wells were washed one time with 200 μL of 
sterile phosphate buffer saline (PBS) to remove non-attached biofilm. 
And then the attached biofilm was fixed with 200 μL of 100% ethanol at 
room temperature for 20 min. After ethanol was removed, the plate was 
dried with the lid off in a sterile hood for 20 min. Subsequently, 200 μL 
of 1% of crystal violet was added into the wells to stain biofilm for 8 min 
(Shi et al., 2019) and the crystal violet was discarded by gentle aspira-
tion. Next, the wells were washed with 200 μL of tap water for two times 
to remove the excess staining and dried overnight. The crystal violet in 
the wells was dissolved with 200 μL of 30% acetic acid and measured at 
OD560 by using the microplate reader (Cytation5 imaging reader, Bio-
Tek, USA) (Supa-Amornkul et al., 2019). 

2.2.6. Cytotoxicity study 
MTT assay was used to investigate the cytotoxicity of CDs and 

hydrogel samples. The MTT assay of the hydrogels was performed using 
an extraction method mentioned in ISO-10993-5-2009. NIH/3 T3 cells 
were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% anti-anti. 
L-929 cells were cultured in MEM α supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% 
anti-anti. 

For extraction of the hydrogel samples, the hydrogels were cut, 
weighted, and soaked in the complete culture medium at a concentra-
tion of 1 mg mL− 1. The mixture was stored in a 10-cm petri dish and 
incubated for 1 day in a 37 ◦C incubator with 5% CO2. After 24 h, the 
extract was ready for the MTT assay. 

For MTT assay, 100 μL of the complete culture medium containing L- 
929 cells (1 × 105 cells mL− 1 in DMEM) or NIH/3 T3 cells (1 × 105 cells 
mL− 1 in MEM α) which are mouse fibroblast cell lines obtained from the 
National Health Research Institute, Taiwan was seeded into the well of a 
96-well plate and incubated in a 37 ◦C incubator with 5% CO2. After 24 
h of cultivation, the culture medium was removed and replaced with the 
CDs solution or hydrogel extracts. Different concentrations of the CDs 
solution or hydrogel extract (ranged from 0 to 100%) were tested by 
diluting the aliquot sample with culture medium. After another 24 h of 
culture, the culture medium containing CDs solution or hydrogel extract 
was removed, and the cells were rinsed 2 times with 100 μL of PBS. 
Then, 100 μL of the MTT reagent were added to the well, and the cells 
were incubated for 2 h. The MTT reagent was prepared by diluting the 
stock solution of MTT in PBS (5 mg mL− 1) 10 times with serum-free 
culture medium. After the incubation, the MTT reagent was removed, 
and 100 μL of the DMSO was added to the well to dissolve the formazan. 
The 96-well plate was shaken for at least 10 min on an orbital shaker. 
Finally, the absorbance of the solution at 570 nm was read with a Per-
kinElmer EnSpire™ microplate reader. The blank reading (using 100 μL 
of DMSO in the well) was first subtracted from the reading of the sam-
ples. And the cell viability (%) was calculated using the eq. (1). 

Cell Viability (%) =
Absorbance of the sample
Absorbance of the control

× 100 (1)  

2.2.7. Characterizations 
Crystal structure of nanomaterial (CDs@MSN, NS/CDs@MSN and 

MSN) and PVA composite hydrogel was characterized using X-ray 
diffractometry (XRD) (Gupta et al., 2009) with 2-theta from 10 to 50 
degrees (D8 Discover Model, Bruker, Germany). The FTIR spectrum of 
samples was tested in the range of 400–4000 cm− 1 with NICOLET iS50 
FTIR spectrometer (Model Nicolet iS50 FTIR, Thermo Scientific, USA) 

using diamond tablet. The qualitative and quantitative investigation of 
chemical constituents of samples was carried out by means of X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF) (Horiba Scientific, France). Field Emission Scanning 
Electron Microscope (FESEM) equipped with a field emission electron 
gun of 5 kV was used to analyze morphology of nanoparticles. Zeta 
potential measurement and hydrodynamic diameter determination of 
nanoparticles were done triplicates for each sample by a zetasizer 
(Malvern Panalytical, Japan). The absorbance of NS/CDs@MSN was 
measured using UV-1800 UV–Vis double beam spectrophotometer 
(Model UV-1800, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Japan) with the scanning 
wavelength range between 200 and 800 nm. Fluorescence measurement 
of NS/CDs@MSN was performed on a Spectrofluorometer (Model FP- 
6200, Perkin Elmer, Japan). The fluorescence behavior was studied by 
varying an excitation wavelength in a range of 270–370 nm with a 10 
nm increment. Surface area, pore size distribution and pore volume of 
prepared nanoparticles were determined by the N2 adsorption- 
desorption using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) mehod (Micro-
meritics ASAP 2000, Sweden). The nano-size, layer and size contribution 
of particles was observed by Field emission transmission electron mi-
croscope with accelerating voltage of 300 kV (FETEM, Model JEM- 
3100F, JEOL, Japan). The elemental composition of the samples was 
analyzed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) at the SUT- 
NANOTEC-SLRI Joint Research Facility, Synchrotron Light Research 
Institute (SLRI), Thailand. The PHI5000 VersaProbe II (ULVAC-PHI, 
Japan) instrument was employed for this purpose. The specimens were 
excited by a Monochromatized Al-Kα X-ray source (with hγ = 1486.6 
eV). Thermal degradation rate of PVA hydrogels were analyzed using 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (NETZSCH, STA 449 F3 Jupiter, 
Germany) under nitrogen atmosphere at 10 ◦C min− 1 scan rate from 
room temperature (30 ◦C) to 800 ◦C. Phase transition of glass transition, 
melting point and crystallization of hydrogel were characterized by 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (DSC 214 Polyma, Netzsch, 
USA) at 10 ◦C min− 1 scan rate from − 40 to 260 ◦C under 40 mL min− 1 

nitrogen flow rate. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of CDs, NS/CDs and CDs@MSN 
nanocomposites 

The XRD patterns of four mesoporous silica nanoparticles before and 
after reflux were presented in Fig. S1. The findings revealed that a broad 
diffraction peak was emerged at 22◦ in all CDs@SiO2, NS/CDs@SiO2, 
CDs@MSN and NS/CDs@MSNs samples representing typical peak of 
amorphous carbon which was overlapped with peak of amorphous 
carbon (Baig et al., 2021). However, prior to reflux the sharp peaks of 
crystalline SiO2 were appeared at 21.5◦ and 24.5◦. After reflux with 
acetone to enhance porosity of silica particles, the crystalline peaks via 
XRD patterns of all SiO2 disappeared indicating enhanced amorphous 
structure of silica in CDs@MSN, 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, 0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@MSN and MSN as shown in Fig. S1(B), which indicates the exis-
tence of amorphous silica presence in MSN nanoparticles (Sadek et al., 
2013). In case of carbon dots/silica nanocomposite prior to reduction 
reaction under reflux as demonstrated in Fig. S1(A), the XRD intensity of 
broad peak at 22◦ of all samples were less than those of samples after 
reflux (Fig. S1(B)). This was possibly due to the higher purity of silicon 
dioxide was achieved in MSN samples. In other words, the phase of silica 
was more stable in spite of combining with CDs or after refluxing and 
noted that no contamination of other metals was found in XRD patterns, 
thus the result confirms the innocence of SiO2 in all MSN 
nanocomposites. 

FTIR spectra of NS/CDs@SiO2 before reflux and NS/CDs@MSN after 
reflux at 80 ◦C are shown in Fig. S2(A) and S2(B), respectively. Fig. S2 
(A) shows the FTIR band located at 433.34 cm− 1 which was attributed to 
the Si − O stretching vibration which could be attributed to O-Si-O/Si-O- 
Si bending vibration while peaks located at 720 cm− 1 and 789.40 cm− 1 
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Fig. 1. (A) UV–Vis absorption spectra of CDs@MSN, 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN, and MSN; (B) Photographs of samples (B1) under natural light 
and (B2) under UV at 365 nm; Fluorescence intensity of (C) MSN, (D) CDs@MSN, (E) 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, and (F) 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN when the excitation 
wavelength varied from ~270 to ~370 nm. 
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were due to either the Si − OH stretching vibration (King et al., 2004) or 
Si − O bond vibration in silica (SiO2) which was noted at 1100/1200 and 
810 cm− 1 (Yusuf, 2023). Besides, the presence of stretching Si − O − Si 
was demonstrated at 1042.33 cm− 1 while those at 3300.67 cm− 1, 
1629.93 cm− 1, and 1466.08 cm− 1 can be assigned to the hydroxyl group 
(O − H) stretching vibration. The FTIR peaks of CTAB (2920.82 cm− 1, 
2851.23 cm− 1) were prominent for SiO2 nanoparticles (Deng et al., 
2008) as shown in Fig. S2(A). In contrast, CTAB peaks slightly reduced 
for MSN nanocomposites after reflux reaction in acetone (Fig. S2(B)). 
The FTIR peaks revealed that CTAB-template for MSN synthesis was 
somewhat removed due to the absence of CTAB functional groups on the 
refluxed MSN sample. However, the FTIR peaks for the − CH2− , N 
(CH3)2, − CH− groups at around 2851.23 cm− 1 corresponding to C–H 
stretching vibration still remained in MSN sample after reflux, therefore 
it can be seen that CTAB surfactant has decreased but not completely 
disappeared. The results agreed with atomic concentration data from 
XPS analysis shown in Table S1 in which neat MSN still contained some 
amount of carbon atoms after synthesis. Besides, many more surface 
hydroxyl groups can also be observed in MSN. This could possibly 
enhance the hydrophilic property of MSN and could modify the reactive 
capability of pore channels formed inside MSN. 

Photo-responsive properties of CDs@MSN, 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, 
0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN, and MSN (control) were investigated by UV–Vis 
spectroscopy and fluorescence (FL) spectrophotometry. Fig. 1(A) dis-
plays the UV–Vis absorption of CDs@MSN and all NS/CDs@MSN 
nanocomposites as well as MSN in a range of 200 to 500 nm. The UV–Vis 
profile demonstrates a specific absorption peak at ~240 nm of all 
nanoparticles which is related to the π - π * transition of electrons in the 
conjugated C––C bond of carbon nanostructure. The UV–Vis absorption 
spectrum of the silica nanoparticles was reported at around 260–270 
nm, however the intensity of MSN itself was not obvious (Zhao et al., 
2016). A previous report additionally disclosed an unobvious absorption 
shoulder of silica nanoparticles at around 260 nm (Chen et al., 2013). 
The shoulder observed was possibly due to the absorption of C − H 
bonds on MSN surface from incomplete removal of CTAB. In case of 
nitrogen and sulfur doped carbon dots, the absorption peak in a range of 
230–350 nm was observed which corresponds to the n − π* transition of 
C–N, C––N, and C––O bonds (Ding et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019b; 
Sahiner et al., 2019). Therefore, 0.40 M NS/CD@MSN showed highest 
UV-Vis absorbance while the low-intensity absorption of n → π* of MSN 
was presumably caused by the lowest content of N and S, along with 
weak electron transition of the functional groups of CDs inside the 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles. 

Figure 1(B) displays the photograph of the solution of MSN, 
CDs@MSN and all NS/CDs@MSN samples under natural light (Fig. 1 
(B1)) and under UV at λ = 365 nm (Fig. 1(B2)) showing a good corre-
sponding result with fluorescence (FL) spectroscopy in Fig. 1(C) to 1(F). 
The results revealed that the emission wavelength was independent on 
the excitation wavelength for both MSN and CDs. As shown in Fig. 1(C), 
MSN gave high fluorescence emission when excited with laser between 
λEx = 260 nm and λEx = 280 nm while the emission wavelength of MSN 
was at ~350–370 nm indicating particles with blue-emitting charac-
teristics. The result is in good accordance with a previous research (Chen 
et al., 2013), however the blue-shifting of emission wavelength from 
500 nm (λEx = 380–400 nm) in the previous study to 350–370 nm (λEx =

260–280 nm) in the present study was possibly due to either the dif-
ference in surface functional groups which still contained CTAB mole-
cules or the effect of quantum confinement from the smaller size of 
synthesized MSN which was 80–100 nm in the previous study compared 
with 26.73 ± 3.50 nm for FETEM image analysis of MSN in the present 
study (Fig. 5(D)). After forming nanocomposite with CDs, Fig. 3(D) 
depicts an appearance of FL emission peaks of MSN at ~350 nm and that 
of CDs at ~480–500 nm when excited at wavelength of 290 to 300 nm. 
This exhibits phenomenon of surface plasmon resonance effect of 
transporting electron between silica nanoparticles and carbon dots. 
Similarly, two prominent FL emission peaks occurred for 0.20 M NS/ 

CDs@MSN at λEm = 330–350 nm (blue emission) and λEm = 480–500 nm 
(green emission) when excitation (λEx) wavelength was between 270 
and 300 nm (Fig. 3(E)). Nevertheless, when using longer excitation 
wavelength near visible light (330 nm to 390 nm), only FL emission of 
NS/CDs was detected and no FL emission of MSN was observed. Even 
more, FL emission intensity of 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN in Fig. 1(F) 
demonstrated solely the resultant emission from N- and S- doped carbon 
dot at wavelength of 480–500 nm with high intensity and no obvious 
emission of MSN was observed. The result of emission wavelength be-
tween 480 and 500 nm from 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN and 0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@MSN exhibited good corresponding consequences to green emit-
ting agent as illustrated in Fig. 1(B) under UV excitation at 365 nm 
similar to a previous work (Liu et al., 2019b). To sum up, the low con-
centration of N,S doped CDs@MSN i.e., 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN had no 
effects on excitation and emission wavelength of MSN, while high 
amount of N, S doped CDs onto MSN nanocomposite played a major role 
to exhibit red-shift phenomenon, thus excitation wavelength was shifted 
from blue emission at λEx = 270–290 nm to green emission at a broad 
range of excitation λEx = 300–370 nm which was near natural or white 
light range(Song et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2013). The results from the 
present work confirmed that the presence of N and S heteroatoms in 
carbon dots considerably resulted in higher FL properties for longer 
wavelength emissive (blue to green) characteristics (Saengsrichan et al., 
2022b). 

The surface charge expressed as zeta potentials of the CDs@MSN, 
0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN and neat MSN was 
determined as 53.9 mV, − 37.8 mV, 6.4 mV and 28.7 mV at pH = 7, 
respectively, as demonstrated in Table 1. The electrostatic charge of 
silica layer of MSN demonstrated positively charged which was similar 
to a previous study (Hao et al., 2017) and thus MSN could form nano-
composite with CDs resulting in CDs@MSN nanocomposite with stron-
ger positively charged. The 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN sample had greatly 
negative charge possibly due to the presence of Si–COOH as well as 
–Si–OH groups on the surface that dominated the lower content of N and 
S dopants providing positive charge. The neutral surface charge of 0.40 
M NS/CDs@MSN was obtained which was possibly because of positive 
charge of nitrogen, sulfur as well as SiO groups coated on CDs@MSN 
surface. The zeta potential of silica nanoparticles is very sensitive in 
different pH; it has been reported that at the pH higher than seven, the 
zeta potential presumably continues positive (Sheng et al., 2022). The 
difference in highly negative charge of 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN and highly 
positive charge of CDs@MSN was mainly led to the distinct binding 
efficiency among these nanocomposites toward targeted molecules or 
unique molecular structure of microorganisms for antibacterial 
application. 

Apart from surface charge of nanoparticles, surface area, micro-pore 
volume and pore diameter were particular characteristics of nano-
composites that render to enhance their performance to adsorb the 
target molecules or loading capacity for trapping or encapsulating small 
molecules. As demonstrated in Table 1, surface area and pore volume of 
MSN was highest at 71.82 m2 g− 1 and 0.77 cm3 g− 1, respectively 
compared with CDs@MSN (40.21 m2 g− 1 and 0.52 cm3 g− 1), 0.20 M NS/ 
CDs@MSN (62.89 m2 g− 1 and 0.57 cm3 g− 1) and 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN 

Table 1 
Zeta potential, BET surface area, BJH pore volume and pore diameter of 
CDs@MSN and NS/CDs@MSN samples.  

Sample Zeta 
potential 
(mV) 

SBET surface 
area (m2 g− 1) 

BJH Pore 
volume (cm3 

g− 1) 

BET Pore 
size (nm) 

CDs@MSN 53.9 40.21 0.52 8.24 
0.20 M NS/ 

CDs@MSN 
− 37.8 62.89 0.57 13.43 

0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@MSN 6.4 47.89 0.56 12.95 

MSN 28.7 71.82 0.77 12.81  
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Fig. 2. (A) the relationship between relative pressure (P/P0) and adsorbed volume of nitrogen gas, and (B) the plots of dV/dD pore volume versus pore diameter 
during adsorption of CDs@MSN, 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN and MSN samples. 

Fig. 3. FESEM imaging of different samples: (A) CDs@MSN, (B) 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, (C) 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN, and (D) MSN after reflux in the form of mes-
oporous silica nanoparticles. 
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(47.89 m2 g− 1 and 0.56 cm3 g− 1). The result was conceivable because 
carbon dots were included into the MSN pore and this may cause a 
reduction of pore volume and thus surface area of nanocomposites. A 
significant decrease of average pore size from 12.81 nm to 8.24 nm was 
presumably due to smaller size of CDs relative to NS/CDs which could 
penetrate into MSN pore and therefore influenced the decline of pore 
size of CDs@MSN sample. 

The relationship between relative pressure (P/P0) and adsorbed 
volume of nitrogen gas as well as the change of dV/dD according to pore 
volume were presented in Fig. 2(A) and 2(B), respectively. The 
isothermal adsorption and desorption curves of CDs@MSN, 0.20 M NS/ 

CDs@MSN, 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN, and MSN in Fig. 2(A) illustrate 
similar patterns. Since silica porous materials are extensively described 
as materials that possess pores spanning multiple length scales, 
including macro-pores (larger than 50 nm), meso-pores (ranging from 2 
to 50 nm), and micro-pores (<2 nm) in size (Guerritore et al., 2022), the 
dV/dD pore volume analysis from Fig. 2(B) showed that micro-pore 
diameter was found in all MSN nanocomposite at <2 nm pore diam-
eter. In addition, the micro-to-macro pore diameter distribution of 
CDs@MSN was also observed in a range of 100 and 150 nm while those 
of 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN, and MSN samples 
were found in a range of 10 and 80 nm. The findings provided 

Fig. 4. FETEM imaging of different samples: (A) CDs@SiO2, (B) 0.20 M NS/CDs@SiO2, (C) 0.40 M NS/CDs@SiO2, and (D) SiO2 before reflux in the form of SiO2 
when 1) FETEM images at 10,000× or 30,000× magnification, 2) FETEM images at 100,000× magnification, and 3) average diameter and size distribution of 
nanoparticles. 
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Fig. 5. FETEM imaging of different samples: (A) CDs@MSN, (B)0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, (C)0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN and (D) MSN after reflux in the form of mesoporous 
silica nanoparticles (MSN) when 1) FETEM images at 10,000× or 30,000× magnification, 2) FETEM images at 100,000× magnification, and 3) average diameter and 
size distribution of nanoparticles. 
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information of advantages of these nanomaterials for antimicrobial drug 
cargo and various targeted molecule encapsulation for delivery purpose. 

FESEM images demonstrated the morphology of CDs@MSN and NS/ 
CDs@MSN synthesized as illustrated in Fig. 3. From the SEM images, the 
shape of MSN without and with adding carbon dots (CDs or NS/CDs) was 
spherical for all samples with excellent particle size uniformity. The 
average diameter of MSN from FESEM images was ~19.8 nm (Fig. 3(D)). 
Formation of nanocomposites with either CDs or NS/CDs made MSN 
nanoparticles’ characteristics changed i.e., surface morphology and 

particle size. The CDs@MSN (~23.1 nm) likewise appeared spherical 
(Fig. 3(A)) but the particle size was larger than MSN. The average size of 
0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN at ~20.5 nm (Fig. 3(B)) was not markedly 
changed compared to CDs@MSN, however the average size of 0.40 M 
NS/CDs@MSN (~46.4 nm) was largest among all samples as shown in 
Fig. 3(C). Similar trend was observed by FETEM images and size analysis 
(Fig. 5). More accurate size distribution was calculated using FETEM 
images as demonstrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for the samples before and 
after reflux, respectively. 

Fig. 6. XRF data analysis of different samples: (A) CDs@MSN, (B) 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, (C) 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN and (D) MSN after reflux in MSN form.  
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Morphology of CDs@SiO2, and NS/CDs@SiO2 before reflux charac-
terized by FETEM imaging was demonsrtated in Fig. 4 while that of 
CDs@MSN, and NS/CDs@MSN after reflux was characterized as 
demonstrated in Fig. 5. From the result, the silicon dioxide nanoparticles 
after drying (before reflux with acetone) in Fig. 4 show spherical shape 
with unclear edge. This is seemingly refered to the greater surface 
roughness of silicon dioxide nanoparticle after fabrication. The average 
diameter of all samples was ranged from smallest to largest diameter as 
followed; CDs@SiO2, 0.20 M NS/CDs@SiO2, SiO2 and 0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@SiO2 with the values of 27.33 ± 7.12 nm, 31.54 ± 3.15 nm, 35.08 
± 8.07 nm, and 41.94 ± 5.87 nm, respectively as demonstrated in Fig. 4. 
After reflux, the silicon dioxide nanoparticle was reduced in acetone to 
increase the porosity and stability yielding nanoparticles in mesoporous 
silica nanoparticles (MSN) form as depicted in Fig. 5. Greater average 
particle size was obtained for all MSN samples after reflux to eliminate 
CTAB surfactanct and enhance porosity compared with SiO2 form before 
reflux. Besides, similar trend of the average diameter of MSN nano-
composite was obtained relative to SiO2 before reflux as follows MSN <
0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN < CDs@MSN < 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN of 26.73 
± 3.50 nm, 32.48 ± 4.89 nm, 39.88 ± 8.46 nm, and 45.80 ± 4.90 nm, 
respectively (Fig. 5). This was mainly because after reduction in acetone, 
the arrangement of silica particle was slightly altered and the layer of 

surface edge appeared to be sharper than SiO2 nanoparticles in the prior 
step. It was clearly seen that high content of N,S doped CDs could sub-
stantially increase the average particle size of the NS/CDs@MSN hybrid 
nanoparticles, therefore the greatest particle size was obtained from 
0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN. In-detailed analysis of surface state of SiO2 and 
MSN was discussed via XRF and XPS data analysis. 

Figure 6 illustrates the content and distribution of silica (Si) as well 
as trace amount of bromine (Br) and zinc (Zn) from the precursors 
detected in the synthesized MSN nanocomposite from XFR analysis. The 
results from Fig. 6(B) and 6(C) which were 0.20 M NS/CD@MSN and 
0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN demonstrated that silica was more excellently 
dispersed in the samples of N,S doped carbon dots compared with 
CDs@MSN (Fig. 6(A)) and MSN (Fig. 6(D)). This was presumably due to 
the binding efficiency of NS/CDs toward silica particles. From the zeta 
potential analysis, the surface electrostatic force of MSN was positively 
charged while CDs and NS/CDs from hydrothermal synthesis were found 
in our previous study to be highly negative charged (Saengsrichan et al., 
2022a; Saengsrichan et al., 2022b). Therefore, external electrostatic 
force led to enhance the binding efficiency of MSN toward the surface of 
all CDs, and NS/CDs. 

The elemental binding energy at the surface state of all samples was 
characterized through XPS technique as shown in Fig. 7. It was observed 

Fig. 7. High resolution XPS spectra of (A) CDs@MSN, (B) 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN, (C) 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN, and (D) MSN for [1] Survey, [2] O 1 s, [3] C 1 s, [4] Si 
2p, and [5] N 1 s. 
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that significant sharp peak of O 1 s was found followed by C1s and Si2p 
for the CDs@MSN, 0.20 M NS/CDs@ MSN and 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN 
samples as shown in Fig. 7(A1), 7(B1), 7(C1), respectively. In case of the 
control (MSN) without addition of CDs, the lower peak intensity of C1s 
was observed but Si2p was instead more intense (Fig. 7(D1)). The 
findings were in good accordance to FETEM images and XRF data since 
in addition to N––C and C-N-C bonds from NS/CDs synthesis, a strong 
binding between N and H of silica mesoporous structure was found at 
high amplitude in case of 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN (Fig. 7(B5)) and 
particularly more intense in case of 0.40 M NS/CDs@ MSN (Fig. 7(C5)). 
The results agree with atomic content in the MSN nanocomposite 
demonstrated in Table S1. 

3.2. In vitro antimicrobial and biofilm forming inhibition activities of CDs 
and CDs@MSN 

The antimicrobial and bactericidal activities of CDs and NS/CDs as 
well as CDs@MSN and NS/CDs@MSN nanocomposites against 
P. aeruginosa, S. aureus, and E. coli were studied as demonstrated in 
Table 2. To monitor the inhibitory effect of different CDs, NS/CDs, 

CDs@MSN and NS/CDs@MSN concentrations, the broth microdilution 
checkerboard method was used to obtain MIC and MBC of individual 
nanoparticles. In case of diffusion test expressed as diameter of inhibi-
tion zone, only Ag nanoparticles doped CDs played a vital role on sig-
nificant occurrence of the clearance zone. Analysis of CDs@MSN, NS/ 
CDs@MSN, and MSN toward MIC and MBC (Table 2) revealed that silica 
nanoparticles showed significant effect on antimicrobial activity espe-
cially toward S. aureus and E. coli while less effect was found toward 
P. aeruginosa. However, the combination of NS/CDs and MSN namely 
0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN and 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN exhibited consider-
able inhibition of microbial growth as follows: S. aureus > P. aeruginosa 
> E. coli as demonstrated in Table 2. The strongest bacterial inhibitory 
effect of 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN and 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN was even 
greater than silver and platinum nanoparticles. Silver, quantum dots and 
several metal nanoparticles e.g., titanium dioxide, iron oxide, copper, 
gold nanoparticles in a correlation with their particle size, shape, surface 
area, and chemistry have been known to generate reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS) from water and air at microenvironment for therapeutic 
application (Abdal Dayem et al., 2017). The microbial growth was 
suppressed regarding the damage at their molecular structure such as 
cell membrane at lipid layer, protein layer and DNA level (Wang et al., 
2017). Additionally, it was reported that the antibacterial activity of the 
lipid bilayer is influenced by the fatty acid chains and their interaction 
with the nitrogen group (Kim et al., 2020). The presence of substantial 
amino/imine functional groups in N-CDs could engage in electrostatic 
interactions with the anionic sites of the lipid phosphate, causing an 
uneven distribution of surface charge on the lipid bilayer membrane. 
This disruption leads to the destabilization of the membrane composi-
tion, consequently increasing the permeability of the plasma membrane 
(Travlou et al., 2018). As a consequence, low molecular weight com-
pounds such as potassium ions are prone to leakage (Sun et al., 2021). 
Apart from that, sulfur atoms in heteroatom NS/CDs@MSN generate 
ROS stress, which denatures proteins and lipids (Travlou et al., 2018). 
Indeed, there is a suggestion that sulfur metabolites can interact with 
cellular lipids, leading to a reduction in the overall lipid content within 
the cells. This interaction may result in the release of cellular compo-
nents, which in turn can inhibit the viability of microorganisms (Ezati 
et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2020). 

Since the majority of causative pathogens skin and wound infection 
is S. aureus and it additionally causes of delayed healing and infection in 
both acute and chronic wounds (Bessa et al., 2015; Bowler et al., 2001), 
the anti-biofilm activity of CDs@MSN and NS/CDs@MSN against the 
biofilm formation activity in S. aureus was investigated, as shown in 
Table 3. All nanoparticles prepared demonstrated anti-biofilm activity 
against S. aureus. Among all the potential nanocomposites selected for 
antibiofilm activity test, 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN showed the lowest 
minimal biofilm inhibitory concentration (< 0.125 mg mL− 1), followed 
by 0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN (0.5 mg mL− 1), CD@MSN (25 mg mL− 1), and 
MSN (50 mg mL− 1), respectively. This suggested that these materials 
had antimicrobial activity and anti-biofilm activity. 

From the above consequence, it was presumably that synergistic 
effect of NS/CDs and MSN, which were photo-responsive nanomaterial 
under natural light which contains wide spectrum of photon from UV to 
visible wavelength range, could substantially enhance the ROS genera-
tion by photocatalysis at near room temperature during microbial 
growth and thus led to inhibitory effect toward microbial cells as 

Table 2 
Antimicrobial activity test of CDs, NS/CDs, CDs@MSN, NS/CDs@MSN toward 
the growth of Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 25923), Escherichia coli (ATCC 
25922) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC 27853).  

Samples Microorganisms Antimicrobial susceptibility test 

Diameter of 
inhibition zone 
(mm) 

MICs 
(mg 
mL− 1) 

MBCs 
(mg 
mL− 1) 

CDsa P. aeruginosa 0.00 25.00 > 50.00 
S. aureus 0.00 > 50.00 > 50.00 
E. coli 0.00 > 50.00 > 50.00 

0.10 M NS/ 
CDsb 

P. aeruginosa 0.00 NA NA 
S. aureus 0.00 NA NA 
E. coli 0.00 NA NA 

0.20 M NS/ 
CDsc 

P. aeruginosa 0.00 12.50 > 50.00 
S. aureus 0.00 6.25 > 50.00 
E. coli 0.00 12.50 > 50.00 

0.30 M NS/ 
CDsd 

P. aeruginosa 0.00 NA NA 
S. aureus 0.00 NA NA 
E. coli 0.00 NA NA 

0.40 M NS/ 
CDsd 

P. aeruginosa 0.00 3.125 25.00 
S. aureus 0.00 2.56 25.00 
E. coli 0.00 6.25 > 50.00 

PtNPs/CDse P. aeruginosa 0.00 > 50.00 > 50.00 
S. aureus 0.00 12.50 > 50.00 
E. coli 0.00 12.50 > 50.00 

AgNPs/CDsf P. aeruginosa 10.0 12.50 25.00 
S. aureus 9.7 6.25 25.00 
E. coli 9.0 25.00 > 50.00 

CDs@MSN P. aeruginosa NA >250 >250 
S. aureus NA 0.06 7.81 
E. coli NA 31.25 125.00 

0.20 M NS/ 
CDs@MSN 

P. aeruginosa NA >250 >250 
S. aureus NA 0.03 3.91 
E. coli NA 0.98 3.91 

0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@MSN 

P. aeruginosa NA >250 >250 
S. aureus NA 0.02 3.91 
E. coli NA 0.06 0.24 

MSN P. aeruginosa NA >250 >250 
S. aureus NA 0.06 3.91 
E. coli NA 0.49 0.98 

For diffusion test. 
a CDs at 0.30 mg mL− 1. 
b 0.10 M NS/CDs at 0.65 mg mL− 1. 
c 0.20 M NS/CDs at 1.10 mg mL− 1. 
d 0.30 M and 0.40 M NS/CDs at 1.30 mg mL− 1. 
e 0.30 M NS/CDs at 2.85 mg mL− 1. 
f 0.30 M NS/CDs at 3.30 mg mL− 1, concentration of MIC and MBC test for all 

samples was 50 mg mL− 1. MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration, and MBC 
= minimum bacteria concentration. 

Table 3 
Effect of nanocomposites on biofilm inhibition activity against Staphylococcus 
aureus.  

Sample Minimum biofilm inhibition concentration 

CDs@MSN 25 mg mL− 1 

0.20 M NS/CDs@MSN 0.5 mg mL− 1 

0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN < 0.125 mg mL− 1 

MSN 50 mg mL− 1  
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aforementioned. 

3.3. Fabrication of CDs/MSN@PVA hydrogels, characterization and 
their antibiofilm and antimicrobial activities 

CDs/MSN@PVA and NS/CDs/MSN@PVA hydrogels were synthe-
sized using repeatedly freezing-thawing technique. After 15 cycles, 
hydrogel was perfectly formed for all samples as shown in Fig. 8. 
Fluorescent property of CDs/MSN@PVA, NS/CDs/MSN@PVA, and neat 
PVA hydrogels was investigated under natural light, and UVs irradiation 
at wavelength of 254 and 365 nm. In the absence of CDs, MSN and PVA 
hydrogel exhibited as blue emissive hydrogels while PVA hydrogel in the 
presence of CDs, 0.20 M NS/CDs@PVA and 0.40 M NS/CDs@PVA 
showed the shift of fluorescent emission from blue to light green. In 
other words, the red-shift phenomenon from shorter to longer wave-
length of excitation occurred demonstrating the photo-responsive NS/ 
CDs/MSN@PVA hydrogel in a wider range of light source from UV to 
visible spectrum (270 nm to near 400 nm) of excitation wavelength. This 
characteristic of NS/CDs@MSN nanocomposite could confirm the pos-
sibility of ROS generation due to day-light excitation. Beside, the finding 
facilitates the implementation of this nanocomposite in tunable photo-
luminescent cellular imaging and photonic sensing application (Liu 
et al., 2019a). 

TGA analysis of hydrogels in Fig. 9(A) showed similar characteristic 
profiles of weight loss for CDs@PVA, NS/CDs@PVA, CD/MSN@PVA 
and NS/CDs/MSN@PVA hydrogels compared with neat PVA hydrogel at 
which the onset thermal degradation temperature was found at 250 ◦C 
and the final degradation temperature was at 470–480 ◦C. The final 
weight of neat PVA was 0.61 wt% while that of hybrid silica/PVA was 
increased to 3.0–4.8 wt%. More specifically, MSN@PVA yielded 3.50 wt 
% and 0.40 M NS/CDs/MSN@PVA yielded maximum residual weight of 
4.82 wt% at 800 ◦C. When DTG profiles were considered as demon-
strated in Fig. 9(B), neat PVA hydrogel exhibited three degradation 

peaks at 150–160 ◦C, 340–350 ◦C and 440–450 ◦C while the hybrid 
carbon dots and silica@PVA hydrogel especially CDs@PVA, MSN@PVA 
and 0.40 M NS/CDs/MSN@PVA gave substantially higher degradation 
rate at higher temperature of 340–350 ◦C. The NS/CDs@PVA (i.e., 0.20 
M NS/CDs@PVA and 0.40 M NS/CDs@PVA) provided highest degra-
dation peak at 440–450 ◦C. The findings suggested the greater thermal 
stability of MSN@PVA and NS/CDs@PVA hybrid hydrogel compared 
with pure PVA hydrogel. Similar results were reported in previous 
studies when silica and alumina were hybridized with PVA matrix (Chen 
et al., 2010; Pingan et al., 2017). 

The phase transition and crystallinity of PVA hydrogel were analyzed 
by DSC technique which is one of the most sensitive thermal charac-
terization methods. As shown in Fig. 9(C), two endothermic peaks for all 
CDs, NS/CDs and NS/CDs@MSN hybrid PVA hydrogels were detected at 
120–130 ◦C and 250–270 ◦C while only one peak at 250–270 ◦C was 
detected for pure PVA hydrogel. The prominent endothermic peak at 
120–125 ◦C designates the melting of carbon dots in PVA matrix, and 
MSN in PVA matrix, while a minor hump around 250–270 ◦C was pre-
sumably accounted to the PVA glass transition temperature (Tg). It must 
be noted that although the highest endothermic peaks were fluctuated 
around the center of 120–125 ◦C, however the onset temperature of 
melting peaks was differed among all samples. This was mainly owing to 
the presence of different nanocomposites namely CDs, NS/CDs, 
CDs@MSN, NS/CDs@MSN and MSN. Apart from that, the melting peaks 
provide quantitative information of the degree of crystallinity of the 
polymeric hydrogels (Auriemma et al., 2008). It has been disclosed that 
hybrid material between inorganic filler and PVA polymeric matrix 
could reduce the crystallite size and decrease the crystallization, 
therefore the melting point (Tm) of silica@PVA material was shifted 
from >204 ◦C to lower than 150 ◦C. From the DSC endothermic patterns, 
the results suggested that 0.20 M NS/CDs@PVA and 0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@PVA had smallest crystallite size and thus the Tm was shifted to 
lowest temperature (Chen et al., 2010) around 110–120 ◦C while 

Fig. 8. Appearance of carbon dots and MSN@PVA hydrogels under (A) natural light, (B) UV light at 254 nm, and (C) UV light at 365 nm.  
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silica@PVA hybrids i.e., 0.40 M NS/CDs/MSN@PVA, CDs/MSN@PVA 
and MSN@PVA shifted the Tm to highest temperature around 
125–130 ◦C indicating either greater crystallite size during freezing or 
strongest binding efficiency of carbon dots/silica@PVA hybrid material. 

In case of exothermic peaks for analysis of crystallization tempera-
ture (Tc), it was observed that the exotherms upon cooling from the melt 
of all samples were broad, thus presenting amorphous structure with low 
crystallinity of all PVA hydrogel due to the freeze-thaw crosslinking 
technique. The greatest peak area of exothermic profile was found in 
0.40 M NS/CDs@PVA and 0.20 M NS/CDs@PVA hydrogels which were 
significantly higher than that of all NS/CDs/MSN@PVA and neat PVA 
hydrogels. This apparently indicated promising efficiency of cross-
linking binding of NS/CDs toward PVA structure, and consequently 
provided smallest crystallite size from aforementioned endotherms 
interpretation. Adding MSN into the PVA polymeric matrix provided 
smallest exothermic energy without shifting crystallization peaks of 
samples during cooling process. This revealed that CDs/MSN@PVA, 
0.20 M NS/CDs/MSN@PVA and 0.40 M NS/CDs/MSN@PVA were 
easiest to form nanocomposite materials (Chen et al., 2022). The pres-
ence of MSN considerably assisted the crosslinking reaction between 
carbon dots and PVA matrix. 

Study on diffusion test of fabricated PVA hydrogels on antibiofilm 
formation and antimicrobial activity was performed. As demonstrated in 
Table 4, 0.40 M NS/CDs/MSN@PVA hydrogel provided greatest anti-
biofilm activity and inhibited S. aureus at greatest diameter of clear zone 
of 23.50 ± 0.58 mm. CDs@PVA hydrogel also showed inhibitory effect 
on S. aureus growth but gave lowest inhibition at 21.00 ± 0.81 mm. For 
antibiofilm activity of PVA hydrogel when compared with and without 
MSN, it was obvious that addition of MSN achieved superior antibiofilm 
and antibacterial activity. From the results, the inhibition effect of PVA 
composite hydrogel against S. aureus growth was 0.40 M NS/CDs/ 
MSN@PVA > 0.40 M NS/CDs@PVA > 0.20 M NS/CDs/MSN@PVA >
0.20 M NS/CDs@PVA > MSN@PVA > CDs@PVA, respectively. The 
inhibition zone and the clearness of the zone were reported in Table 4. 
This phenomenon was primarily because of UV-to-visible light-induced 
antimicrobial activity and biofilm controlling ability from photo- 
catalytic generation of reactive oxygen species or ROS namely OH⋅, 
ROO⋅, O2⋅-, 1O2, etc. (Colilla and Vallet-Regí, 2020; Huang et al., 2023; 
Sakdaronnarong et al., 2020). These ROS could substantially be pro-
duced from photo-induced scission of water and air due to the electron 
transfer in MSN and carbon dots as mentioned in fluorescent excitation 
and emission characteristics of NS/CDs@MSN nanocomposites. 

Fig. 9. (A) TGA, (B) DTG profiles, and (C) DSC patterns of CDs, NS/CDs, CDs@MSN, NS/CDs@MSN PVA hydrogels.  
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Scheme 2 illustrates the photo-responsive reactivity to form ROS by 
CD@MSN and NS/CDs@MSN nanocomposites added in PVA hydrogels 
that could prevent the biofilm formation and provide the microbial 
inhibitory effect against S. aureus growth. Apart from ROS that cause 
cellular damage at bacterial cellular structure level due to diffusion of 
nanocomposites into the microbial cells (Abdal Dayem et al., 2017), it 
was proposed that the bactericidal activity of the conjugated NS/CDs 
and MSN was related to their specific surface chemistry, and their 
nanometer-size of particles. The electrostatic interactions between their 
protonated forms of amides and amines group as well as sulfonic/car-
boxylic and sulfate groups of N- and S- doped CDs, respectively and the 
cellular lipid and protein layers of the bacterial membrane have been 
found to cause the bactericidal function (Travlou et al., 2018). Apart 
from intracellular destruction of microbial by NS/CDs@MSN diffusion, 
surface chemistry of nanocomposites by chemical/physical modification 
considerably affects the microbial adhesion and thus resulting in either 
preventing biofilm formation or biofilm disaggregation (Lin et al., 
2018). 

3.4. Cytotoxicity study of 0.40 M NS/CDs@PVA and 0.40 M NS/CDs/ 
MSN@PVA hydrogels on mammalian fibroblasts (NIH/3 T3 and L-929 
Cells) 

Cytotoxicity study of 0.40 M NS/CDs@PVA and 0.40 M NS/CDs/ 
MSN@PVA hydrogels on mouse fibroblast cell lines (NIH/3 T3 and L- 
929 Cells) obtained from the National Health Research Institute, 
Taiwan) was investigated as illustrated in Fig. 10. From the results, no 
significant effect of the hydrogel extracts from both 0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@PVA and 0.40 M NS/CDs-MSN@PVA hydrogels toward NIH/3 T3 
cell viability (Fig. 10(A) and 10(B), respectively). Cell viability was as 
high as 95% to 100% from all concentrations of gel extracts between 20 
and 100% which corresponded to 20 mg gel mL− 1 extract solution. 
Likewise, the result in Fig. 10(C) demonstrated that 0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@PVA did not affect the L-929 cell viability (99–100 cell viability) 
even at highest concentration of extracts at 100%. However, synergistic 
effect of MSN composited on NS/CDs in PVA hydrogels showed slightly 
reduction of L-929 cells viability which was reduced to 81.6% cell 
viability at 100% of 0.40 M NS/CDs-MSN@PVA hydrogel extract as 
illustrated in Fig. 10(D). 

In general, living mammalian cells employ different mechanisms to 
internalize extracellular materials. Various endocytosis processes were 
classified and clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Ferreira and Boucrot, 
2018) was the most suitable model to describe the pathway of uptaken 
cargo molecules smaller than 200 nm (Rejman et al., 2004). Recently, it 
has been reported on a slower CDs penetration rate into NIH/3 T3 cells 
compared with L-929 cells from the real-time monitoring of CDs uptake 
across the plasma cell membrane of both types of fibroblast cells, and the 
endocytic pathway was identified (Havrdová et al., 2021). High con-
centration of CDs could cause disruption of L-929 cells’ nuclear mem-
brane and thus penetrated to the nucleus and evoked cellular death. 
However, positively charged CDs was reported not suitable for L-929 
cellular labelling. However, the different circumstance was found in 
NIH/3 T3 cell line in which the obvious slower uptake rate of CDs and 
more prudent was detected. NIH/3 T3 cell line showed insignificant 
changes in cell viability and DNA damage, nonetheless the cell cycle 
profile was observed to be altered. 

In the present study, the effect of nitrogen- and sulfur-doped CDs 
(NS/CDs) and MSN composites provided both 1) bactericidal activity to 
inactivate the bacterial growth (Table 2) through disrupting cell mem-
brane and killing bacteria similar to other nanomaterials which might 
cause cytotoxicity (Hu et al., 2017), and 2) ability to prevent biofilm 
formation of bacteria i.e., S. aureus (Table 3) which was conceivably 
through sulfur metabolism (Wood, 2009), cysteine metabolism (Lee 
et al., 2007) or cell signaling (Wood, 2009), as observed for other non- 
toxic biofilm inhibitors. Regarding low toxicity and high biocompati-
bility of NS/CDs@MSN (carbon dots/mesoporous silica hybrid nano-
material) as well as their tunable photonic property and functionality, 
the present work newly reported on their performance as a bioimaging 
and biosensor to selectively detect some biomolecules in vitro and spe-
cific compounds (Ornelas-Hernández et al., 2022) as well as drug de-
livery for nanotheranostic application (Kajani et al., 2023). 
Consequently, 0.40 M NS/CDs@MSN in the present study is one of 

Table 4 
Influence of different PVA hydrogels on antimicrobial and antibiofilm forming 
activity against Staphylococcus aureus.  

Hydrogel Samples Clear zone 
diameter (mm) 

Photographs of Clear 
Zone 

Clear zone 
clarity 

CDs@PVA 21.00 ± 0.81 *** 

0.20 M NS/ 
CDs@PVA 22.25 ± 1.26 ** 

0.20 M NS/CDs/ 
MSN@PVA 

22.75 ± 1.50 **** 

0.40 M NS/ 
CDs@PVA 

23.00 ± 0.00 *** 

0.40 M NS/CDs/ 
MSN@PVA 23.50 ± 0.58 **** 

MSN@PVA 22.25 ± 1.71 ***  

Scheme 2. The schematic illustration of antibiofilm activity of NS/CDs@MSN in PVA hydrogel from repeatedly freezing-thawing technique.  
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promising hybrid nanoparticles providing anti-inflammatory effect, 
antimicrobial activity and biofilm controlling efficiency for wound 
healing and wound dressing applications. 

4. Conclusion 

In order to control the bacterial biofilm formation which led to 
enhance antimicrobial activity, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) 
were synthesized and used as a hollow template for carbon dots (CDs) 
immobilization. The finding provided detailed information on photo- 
responsive electron transport between MSN and CDs or nitrogen- and 
sulfur-doped carbon dots (NS/CDs) locations through their fluorescence 
emissive characteristics at different light spectral wavelength between 
270 nm to 400 nm. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated from 
natural light-induced phenomenon were believed to play an important 
role in destruction of bacterial biofilm and thus led to an increased 
antimicrobial activity. From the antimicrobial activity test, it was found 
that MSN itself showed significant antimicrobial activity greater than 
silver nanoparticles for over 4 times against all bateria tested, and 
especially 100 times against Staphylococcus aureus. The combination of 
NS/CDs and MSN nanocomposite substantially amplified both pre-
venting biofilm formation due to their surface chemical interaction, and 
antimicrobial activity due to intercellular bacterial destruction through 
generated ROS. The results indicated a promising potential of cost- 
effective nitrogen- and sulfur-doped carbon dots and mesoporous sil-
ica nanoparticles nanocomposite for biomedical application. This 
nanocomposite was straightforwardly synthesized and demonstrated 
effective biofilm control and antimicrobial properties, making it a 
valuable candidate for application in chronic wound healing. 
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